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Minister’s column from Kim Pappas OFS

When I was stationed in Germany, my family visited Hyde Park in England. Anyone who wanted to 
could get on their soapbox and visitors could listen or not. Our fraternities are about building  
relationships. We gather in Fraternal Life to build up the Church. It is important that we are 
respectful towards each other as we find ways to make our fraternities inviting for those who are 
seeking a Gospel Life.  It is not for grandstanding on any politician/political issue.   
 
Many devout Franciscans will have many opinions about many issues.  When something comes up, 
and it will, Ask “How is this related to the Gospel?” “How would St.  Francis respond?” Fraternal Life 
does not require us to be made prisoners for someone’s soapbox. When inviting people to explore 
their Franciscan connections, we need to be aware of how likely they will stay if we are just  
another forum for hotbox grandstanding. We professed to the rule. We must internalize and live the 
rule, which calls us to put ourselves aside and focus on the Gospel.  Our focus is not on our opinion, 
no matter how attached we are to it.   
 
We cannot build up the Church if we are shredding our fraternities with discord.  
This is not a regional problem. The National Fraternity just completed its chapter and the problem is 
nationwide.  Our fraternities are doing such great work (3 Charitable NAFRA grants were approved 
for this region) that we want to continue moving in a positive direction.  Our International Minister met 
with the Pope, who asked, “Where are we?” This is a challenge for all Franciscans to answer.
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Fraternal Life- Being Part of a Family - Mona Wolney OFS 

“Each time they (the friars) saw one another the brothers were filled with such delight and spiritual joy 
they forgot all the adversity and extreme poverty they had suffered. They loved one another from the 
heart and each one served and took care of the other, as a mother serves and cares for her son. The 
fire of love burned so intensely that they would have willingly sacrificed their lives not only for our Lord 
Jesus Christ but also for one another” (From: The Founding of the Order)  

This is what Fraternal Life is all about, it’s about being a part of a family. When a family member is 
sick, you lay down your life to care for them. You offer rides to your brothers and sisters that can’t 
drive to meetings and appointments because that is what families do for one another. You call your 
members and send cards when you haven’t seen them; to let them know they are loved and cared 
for; that’s family. 

As Secular Franciscans, we professed to “pledge ourselves to our local fraternity as a visible sign of 
the Church of faith and love, to spend our efforts to make the fraternity a genuine ecclesial assembly 
and a living Franciscan community.” (The Ritual- Rite of Profession) 

Have you ever been to an important family wedding, reunion or holiday event and relished seeing the 
faces that are dear to you; catching up with everyone and hearing their news is so joyful! Then you 
seek out a cherished loved one who you discover is not there for whatever reason and you 
experience a pang of disappointment; there’s an empty chair where that loved one should be. That 
joy, fun, love and even disappointment are all a part of our Franciscan Fraternal life so its important 
first and foremost to be present. Our focus on Franciscan Spirituality by our Profession, makes this 
Fraternal connection with one another go even deeper. In fraternity, we support and can share in the 
pain and sufferings of our brothers and sisters in Francis.  

We have lived through a tough year and a half with endless health concerns, awkward protocols and 
separation from our Fraternities. If you have not been back to fraternity, now is the time to “forget all 
the adversity and suffering of the past” and return to Fraternal Life where your brothers and sisters 
are awaiting you “filled with such delight and spiritual joy.”
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Spiritual Assistant -  Kathy Taorimina OFS 
 
The theme for this Tracings is “Fraternal Life” and I came across this wonderful article in the Tau 
Shalom Emerging Fraternity Newsletter and I have permission from the author, newly professed 
Raymond List, OFS, to share it with the region in place of my usual S.A. article.  I could not have put 
fraternal life into words any better! Thank you Ray. 

Franciscan Value of Hospitality

Darleen Pryds describes hospitality as one of the characteristics of Franciscan Spirituality, especially 
Lay Franciscans.1 She does mention that this trait has been connected with the Benedictines,  
however I think it is quite different for Franciscans. Franciscans take the hospitality to where it is 
needed rather than waiting for people to come to them. An excellent example of that is the story  
of Jacopa taking almond cookies to Francis when he was dying.2  
 
The story also illustrates  
that Franciscan hospitality is more than goods and resources. It also includes the hospitality of one’s 
own peaceful presence. Lady Jacopa did not just leave the cookies at the door and leave.  
The cookies were a visible sign of the friendship and compassion that was being offered with them. 
This sense of presence as Franciscan hospitality is further demonstrated by efforts of Peter the 
Comb-maker to intentionally develop his shop into a place of peace and reflection.3  

The traditional Franciscan greeting is Peace and All Good, which is meant to be an orientation of 
one’s thoughts and actions, and not just words on the lips. This is the challenge for Franciscans then, 
to try to see Christ in every person one meets and to sincerely have a spirit of peace towards that 
person. That can be rather challenging, depending on the individual with whom one may be  
interacting. It is easy to do this with a person who is pleasant or in need. How might one do this with a 
person who has very different political beliefs or a lifestyle orientation that one finds problematic?  
This requires an ongoing effort to be honest and deal with one’s own inner anger and hurt issues so 
that one does not project it upon others. This could, in fact, be viewed as one form of a life of pen-
ance. It is even possible that there are some individuals that are so toxic it is not possible to have a 
sense of peace with them and therefore it is best to stay apart. As a reminder, as much as Francis 
preached peace, there is no documented evidence that he ever reconciled with his own family. So, 
hospitality is both a pleasant and a challenging task that does require an ongoing life of inner conver-
sion and change.   

This calls to mind the OFS Rule, Article #19 of the Secular Franciscan Order: “mindful that they are 
bearers of peace which must be built up unceasingly, they should seek out ways of unity and 
fraternal harmony through dialogue, trusting in the presence of the divine seed in everyone and in the 
transforming power of love and pardon.”4 
 
 
Footnotes. 
Footnotes. [1] Darleen Pryds, Enduring Presence: Diversity and Authenticity Among the First Genera-
tions of Franciscan Laity, Franciscan Heritage Series (Franciscan Institute Publications, St Bonaven-
ture University, 2018). [2] Ibid. [3] Ibid. [4] Rule of The Secular Franciscan Order, The National Frater-
nity of The Secular Franciscan Order, USA, 1978.
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Anniversary 
 
Our Lady of Consolation fraternity celebrated its 60th anniversary of canonical establishment on  
Sunday, October 16, at the Franciscan Retreat Center in Prior Lake. During these years,  
156 professed secular Franciscans have been members of the fraternity, which currently  
has 23 members on its roster and two in formation. Fraternity members shared a  
brief history of the group.   

They recently said thank you to Fr. Jim VanDorn OFM Conv for  
his many years of faithful service as their spiritual assistant and 
welcomed Alan Weier as their intern spiritual assistant. 
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Spiritus Sanctus Fraternity Anniversary
SPITITUS SANCTUS FRATERNITY CELEBRATION
Sept 8, 2021 three year Canonical Establishment celebration of Spiritus Sanctus fraternity was cele-
brated with a Crown Rosary followed by DQ ice cream cake!

L-R seated:   Clara Perlinger, Paula Brunt, Cheryl Austin, Margaret Schrader, Pat Walsh, 
Rose Clack, Kathy Flansburg L-R standing:  Michelle Johnson, Yvette Dullinger, Suzanne 
Gramer, Colleen Seevers, Annie Knakmuhs, Esther Reagan 
Zoom attendees:  Cindy McCarthy & Jan Lothert

L-R:  Edith Daniels (Councilor), Karen Schellinger (Treasurer), Shirley Hagen (Councilor), Mary Holtz 
(Minister), Marcia Finnerty (Vice Minister), Connie Lacher (Formation Director) and Rita Fedema 
(Treasurer)

Election for St.Cloud Fraternity



  

               
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

 

 
 

  The Q Committee invites you to pray the Quinquennial prayer! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For more information and to register go to: secularfranciscansusa.org 

20th Quinquennial Prayer 
Lord God, Heavenly Father, 

we come before you in awe of your love for us.  
We acknowledge Your divine seed in everyone. 

Through your merciful compassion 
help us to see our need for conversion. 

In our service to each other 
let us experience this time of  

JUBILEE! 
We walk the path before us upon 

foundations built by our brothers and sisters. 
We are thankful for our present 

and excited for our future,  
always believing that You, O Lord,  

guide our journey.  
AMEN 

 

Come celebrate with your Franciscan family 
the JUBILEE of our Order's 

800th anniversary of Memoriale Propositi, 
and the 100th anniversary 

of our National Quinquennial Congress! 
 

Secular Franciscan Order - USA 
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Minister
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pappasfamily4@juno.com 

Vice Minister 
Tim Taormina, OFS
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Secretary 
Mary Seger, OFS 
me.seger@outlook.com
 
Treasurer
Edith Foren, OFS
edith.foren48@gmail.com
 
Formation Director
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anomyenlow07@gmail.com

North MN/ND/SD Councilor
Christopher Mathias, OFS
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SE MN/WI Councilor
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NE/IA Councilor
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If you have anything to put in 
the Tracings. Please send it 
to Alan at TracingsEditor@
gmail.com Thank you.

Fraternity of Mary, Queen of Peace  
Profession Mass 9/14/21

Nini Milbraith OFS, Karen Nelson OFS, Scott Rooney OFS

Profession in Solanus Casey

Members of the Fr. Solanus Casey Fraternity pause for a picture 
with newly Professed member, Kathy Schmidt, OFS.


